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1 Introduction 

Isu is a Grassfields Bantu language of the Ring subgroup closely related to Aghem 
(Hyman 1979) and spoken by about 10000 people (Gordon 2005) in the North 
Western province of Cameroon (Breton & Fohtung 1991). From a purely formal 
perspective, two types of reduplication could be distinguished on the level of word 
formation: partial vs. total root reduplication. While total root reduplication seems to 
be restricted to occasional instances of lexicalised noun stems (section 2.1), partial 
reduplication turns out to be more productive. It is of the high vowel reduplication 
type and serves to derive an intensive participle stem from quality verbs and 
adjectives (section 2.2), both formally and functionally linking up to the widespread 
West African high vowel reduplication which involves the reduplication of the initial 
consonant and inserts an underspecified high vowel.  

In a historical perspective, high vowel reduplication, as attested for intensive function 
in Isu and for intensive and progressive functions in related Babungo, provides the 
key to the understanding of another phenomenon in Isu (and other closely related 
Ring languages such as Zoa) which would seem an obscure oddity otherwise: a 
palatal infix for causative, pluractional and imperfective functions (section 2.3). In 
the framework of grammaticalisation and morphophonological condensation, this 
palatal infix is proven to be the result of the reduction of a prior high vowel 
reduplication (section 3). Taking a wider perspective, these finding are integrated 
into a unified model of the reduction of total reduplication in Benue-Congo via high 
vowel reduplication, high vowel infixation and initial consonant mutation (section 4). 

2 Types of reduplication 

Reduplication – an iconic device used to encode aspects of the quantity of an action 
or its participants, the intensity of an action or emotional involvement (Ameka 1999, 
Heine & Reh 1984: 46-48, Marantz 1994, Moravcsik 1978, Westermann 1944) – is 
basically of two types in Isu: total reduplication and partial initial high vowel 
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reduplication.1 Under total reduplication the entire lexical root is repeated (1a), 
whereas initial high vowel reduplication repeats the initial consonant of the lexical 
root as a prefix and inserts a high central vowel (1b). Both types of reduplication 
apply to the lexical root, i.e. nominal prefixes such as m���- (class 6a in 1a) and k��-
(class 7 in 1b) are not affected. 

(1) Types of reduplicative patterns in Isu 

(a) Total reduplication: C1V1C2(V2)-C1V1C2(V2)
Example: m���-kwa�l��-kwa �l�� ‘hook worms’ 

(b) Partial initial high vowel reduplication: C1�-C1V1(C2V2)
Example: k��-ts��-tsa��a� ‘clod of soil, lump of earth, soil particle’ 

Syntactic repetitions such as (2-4) are excluded from this description since they do 
not represent instances of reduplication in the sense that they form new lexical items, 
they rather operate on the syntactic level and constitute a strategy which is used for 
the purpose to emphasize the duration or repetition of events and actions (2a-c) or the 
intensity of their impact (3-4). The reduplication of the quantifier dz��m ‘all’ in (4a) 
puts emphasis on the totality of the action which is absent in (4b). 

(2) Syntactic repetition of verbal phrases 

 wa �n ��� zu�w d����� y��y� d����� y��y� d����� y��y�
child D1 go stay such stay such stay such 
‘The boy went and stayed and stayed and stayed.’ 

(b) �wa � z����� y��y� z����� y��y� z����� y��y� ka �mba � bu � b��l�� y�� 
child learn such learn such learn such instead come
 become.an.expert CFG 
‘The child learned and learned and learned until it became an expert 
instead.’ 

(c)  y��� wa �n �� k��� y��� mba �m
as child D1 see CFG cobra 

 u � ts��� ts��y k�� ��ts��y ������ y��y�
S3sg.human.P3 immediately pass only pass run such 

 
1 Field research in 2002 and 2003 was not specifically geared towards identifying types of 
reduplication in the target language; the present contribution rather results from looking through a 
fixed corpus of elicited data and six narrative texts. Due to these limitations, it might be the case that 
other types of reduplication show up or that reported types receive a different dimension in the course 
of a more detailed study. 
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������ y��y� ������ y��y� ������ y��y� ... 
run such run such run such 

 ‘As the boy saw the cobra, he immediately started running, running, 
running …’ 

(3) Syntactic repetition of verbs and adverbials 

 ��� �y�� za���� za���� ‘eat fast!’  
eat CFG be.fast be.fast 

 ��� y�� mba �b mba �b ‘eat fast!’  
eat CFG fast fast 

(4) Syntactic repetition of nominal modifier dz��m ‘all’ 

(a)  u � �n��� k�� t��� u��� ba �� a� y��y�,
S3sg.P3 eat.fruit DUR protrusions become.red to until 

 �w��n�� �tsu �w ma �a ts�� a�ka � �y�� a� dz��m a� dz��m
birds SJN.pick completely TERM egusi.seeds 6-D1 6 all 6 all 
‘He ate the guavas until the birds finished picking ALL the egusi.’  

(b) ... a� y��y� �w��n�� �tsu �w ma �a ts�� a�ka� �y�� 
a � dz�"m

to until birds SJN.pick completely TERM egusi.seeds 6-D1 6 all 
‘... until the birds finished picking all the egusi’  

2.1 Total reduplication 

Total reduplication on the lexical level seems to be very restricted. It has been 
observed in some nouns which refer to tiny items which typically come in 
agglomeration or swarms (5), in ideophones (6a-b) and in adverbials (6c). 
Occasionally a simplex could be identified, e.g. k��#a ����#a ����� ‘worm in bowels of 
humans, tapeworm’ is derived from ��#a ����� ‘root, vein’; but in the majority of cases a 
lexical base does not seem to be in use (any more). 

(5) Total reduplication in nouns 

reduplicative form gloss probable base 
k��-#a ����-#a ����� ‘worm in bowels of humans, tapeworm’ ��-#a����� ‘root, vein’ 
m���-kwa �l��-kwa �l�� ‘hook worms’ ? 
k��-kpa ��a �-kpa ��a � ‘bean seed’ ? 
k��m-f���-f���� ‘hornet’ ? 
t&�m��-nt&�m�� ‘middle’ t��-nt&�m�� ‘loose ends of 

a thing, e.g. fibres tied to 
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a basket; extended 
family relations’ 

a �-� ��-� �'� ‘spirits, people of the other world’ ? 
 ��b��- ��b�� ‘part of skin which is not completely cut 

off in a wound and hanging limply’ (pl. 
t��- ��b�� ��b��)

?

k(��-k(��� ‘wasp’ ? 
k��-t���-t�� ‘frame for smoking meat, grillage’ ? 
k��-fu �-fu � ‘tortoise’ ? 
k��-ndzu �-ndzu� ‘toad’ ? 
kwa �r��-kwa �r�� ‘mat of flexible bamboo strings’ ? 
k��-bw��-bw�� ‘soft thing’ bu�� ‘be(come) soft’ 

(6) Total reduplication in ideophones and adverbials 

(a) ka��-ka �� (ideophone for noise of ringing) 
mby����� �f��� ts�� �ka��ka��.
bell P3.make.noise  momentary  <ringing.noise> 
‘The bell made a little sound: ring!’ 

(b) �kwa ��-kwa ��-kwa�� (ideophone for dazzling brightness) 
k�� mwa ' �kwa ��kwa ��kwa ��.
S7 shine <very.bright> 
‘It is dazzling bright.’ 

(c) b*�l��-b*�l�� ‘early in the morning’ 
l�'m-l��m ‘very early morning before dawn’ (< k��-l��m ‘darkness’) 
ku �l��-ku�l�� ‘near’ 
s��-s�� ‘first’ < s�� ‘ahead’ 

2.2 High vowel reduplication C1�-

High vowel reduplication copies the first consonant of the root, inserting a high 
central vowel � which might change to u in labial environment (7). Lexicalised 
instances of C1�-reduplication could also be found in nouns of other Ring languages 
such as Zoa (8a) and Weh (8b).  

(7) Lexicalised instances of C1�-reduplication in nouns 

reduplicative form gloss probable base 
k��-ts��-tsa ��a � ‘rattle-like musical instrument’ tsa�� ‘sift’ 
k��-ts��-tsa ��a � ‘clod of soil, lump of earth, soil particle’ ��-tsa �� ‘clay’ 
k��-bvu �-bvu �,�� ‘dust that is infested with jiggers’ k��-bvu ' ‘dust’ 
k��-su �-s����� ‘termite’ ? 

Comment: Deviant type: 
#e �-k��-#e � ‘empty; without 
defense’. 
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k��-vu �-v����� ‘soldier ant’ ? 
k��-dz��-dz�� ‘fly’ ? 
k��-dz��-dz�� ‘vulture’  ? 
k��-b��-bwa �i ‘water snake’  ? 
k��-fu �-fu � ‘tortoise’ ? 
k��-ndzu �-ndzu� ‘toad’ ? 
k��-s��-s�� ‘sand, sandy place, heap of sand, grain of sand’ ? 
fu �-fwe�� ‘nickname for a person with one smaller leg’ u�-fwe� ‘leg’ 
m- b��-� ba �� ‘brain’ ? 

(8) Lexicalised C1�-reduplication in nouns of other Ring languages: 

(a) Zoa  k��-s/�-s/���� ‘ant (sp.)’ 
k��-s/�-sa 'l�� ‘whip’s mark’ 
n �dz��-ndz*�m ‘really, truly’ 

(b) Weh  k��-s��-so ��o � ‘white ant’ 

Some of these items could be reconstructed at the Proto West Ring level (9), possibly 
even beyond, but the Aghem and Kom reflexes point to the fact that a stage of total 
initial reduplication precedes high vowel reduplication – an observation which is 
taken up in (49) below. 

(9) Proto West Ring *k��-s���-s����� > *k��-s��-s����� (7/8) ‘termite, white ant’ 

 Isu k��-su �-s����� (7/8) ‘termite’ 
Weh k��-s��-so��o� (7/8) ‘white ant’ 
Aghem e�-s�����-s��� (5/13) ‘wingless termite’  
Zoa k��-s/�-s/���� (7/8) ‘ant (sp.)’ 
Kom a �-se��-se�� (7/8) ‘termite’ 

While these nouns represent isolated lexicalised instances of high vowel 
reduplication, the verbal domain provides more substantial evidence for the 
productive application of high vowel reduplication. Thus, Isu adjectives and a 
subclass of verbs which denote qualities form a derived verbal adjective by prefixing 
the reduplicative morpheme C1�-.

2 Its function is to indicate an increased degree of 
intensity of the quality encoded in the basic verb or adjective, as illustrated in the 
exhaustive list in (10).  

 
2 Actually, it is only this class of quality denoting verbs which could morphologically be defined by its 
capacity to derive this kind of intensive stem. Other semantic classes such as dynamic verbs of 
manipulation or locomotion do not accept high vowel reduplication. 
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(10) Formation of intensive verbal adjectives via initial high vowel reduplication C1�-

base distinct 
IPF 
form 

intensive 
verbal 
adjective 

Structure of examples:  
Head noun + concordial linker + intensive 
adjective + concordial out-of-focus marker 

ne� ‘big’ - n��-ne� f��� �� n��ne� y�"y ‘a very big buffalo’ 
ka '� f�� n�1ne' f�"y ‘a very big tree’, 
�ka �� m�� n�1ne ' m�"y ‘very big trees’ 

s��� ‘small’ - s��-s��� ka '� f�� s�1s�1� f�"y ‘a very small tree’ 
�ka �� m�� s��s��� m�"y ‘very small trees’ 

da�b ‘long, 
tall’ 

da�b�� d�1-da�b�� ka '� f�� d�1da ��b�� f��y ‘a very tall tree’ 
�ka �� m�� d�1da �b�� m�"y ‘very tall trees’ 

t&�b ‘small’ t&�b�� t�1-t&�b�� ka '� f�� t�1t&�b�� f��y ‘a very short tree’ 
�ka �� m�� t�1t&�b�� m�"y ‘very short trees’ 

t��b ‘short’ t��b�� t�1-t��b�� ka '� f�� t�1t��b�� f��y ‘a very short tree’ 
�ka �� m�� t�1t��b�� m�"y ‘very short trees’ 

d*�d ‘heavy’ d*�d�� d�1-d*�d�� ��ta �i �� d�1d*��d�� y��y ‘a very heavy stone’ 
a �ta�i a � d�1d*��d�� y��y ‘very heavy stones’ 

za�� ‘light’ za���� z�1-za ���� ��ta �i �� z�1za ����� y��y ‘a very light stone’ 
a �ta�i a � z�1za����� y��y ‘very light stones’ 

ta �� ‘tough’ ta ���� t�1-ta ����� �a�m �� t�1ta���� y�"y ‘a very tough piece of meat’ 
�a'm t�� t�1ta ����� t��y ‘very tough pieces of meat’ 

ta �o ‘hard’ tu �u t�1-ta �o ka '� f�� t�1ta�o f��y ‘a very hard tree’ 
�ka �� m�� t�1ta 'o m�"y ‘very hard trees’ 

bu�� ‘soft’ - b�1-bu�� ka '� f�� b�1bu�� f��y ‘a very soft tree’ 
�ka �� m�� b�1bu�1 m�"y ‘very soft trees’ 

#a �� ‘fat’ #a ��a � #�1-#a ��a � wu � u � #�1#a ��a � w�"y ‘a very fat person’ 
a �#e' a � #�1#a��a� y��y ‘very fat people’ 

d��y&� ‘huge’ - d�1-d��y&� wu � u � d��d��y&� w�"y ‘a very tall person’ 
a �#e' a � d�1d��y&� y�"y ‘very tall people’ 

z��m ‘dry’ z��m�� z�1-z��m�� fu �w� t�� z�1z��m�� t��y ‘very dry leaves’ 
��ka �� m�� z�1z��m�� m�"y ‘very dry pieces of wood’ 

ka �i ‘wet’ k(��i k(�1-k(��� ndz�� �� k(�1k(�1 y�"y ‘a very wet piece of cloth’ 
ndz�� t�� k(�1k(��� t��y ‘very wet clothes’ 

dz�� ‘dirty’ dz��� dz�1-dz��� ndz�� �� dz�1dz�' y�"y ‘a very dirty piece of cloth’ 
ndz�� t�� dz�1dz�� t��y ‘very dirty clothes’ 

z�� ‘clean’ z�e �e z�1-z�e�e ndz�� �� z�1z�e'e y�"y ‘a very clean piece of cloth’ 
ndz�� t�� z�1z�e�e t��y ‘very clean clothes’ 

Comment: [Isu4:66-69] 

Comment: Check if intensive 
stem is only possible in 
imperfective aspect and if this 
imperfective form is always 
identical to the imperfective of the 
simplex; check if the verbs take 
imperfective or pluractional infix 
–i-. 
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dz��n ‘old’ dz��n�� dz�1-dz��n�� ndz�� �� dz�1dz��n�� y�"y ‘a very old piece of cloth’
ndz�� t�� dz�1dz��n�� t��y ‘very old clothes’ 

f��� ‘new’ - f�1-f��� ndz�� �� f�1f�1� y�"y ‘a very new piece of cloth’ 
ndz�� t�� f�1f��� t��y ‘very new clothes’ 

ba�� ‘red’ ba���� b�1-ba����� ndz�� �� b�1ba ���� y�"y ‘a very red piece of cloth’ 
ndz�� t�� b�1ba ����� t��y ‘very red clothes’ 

l��� ‘black’ l����� l�1-l����� ndz�� �� l�1l����� y�"y ‘a very black piece of cloth’ 
ndz�� t�� l�1l����� t��y ‘very black clothes’ 

f*�m ‘white’ f*�m�� f�1-f*��m�� ndz�� �� f�1f*�m�� y�"y ‘a very black piece of cloth’ 
ndz�� t�� f�1f*��m�� t��y ‘very black clothes’ 

fia �i ‘frightful’ fia �a f�1-f���a �a f��� k�� f�1f���a�a k��y ‘a very frightful thing’ 
u �f��� u � f�1f���a �a w��y ‘very frightful things’ 

d��w ‘wide’ - d�1-d��w� l������ k�� d�1d��w� k��y ‘a very wide place’ 
u �l������ u � d�1d��w� w��y ‘very wide places’ 

m���l�� ‘deep’ m���l�� m�1-mi��l�� ts��m� k�� m�1mi��l�� k��y ‘a very deep pool’ 
u �ts��m� u � m�1mi��l�� w��y ‘very deep pools’ 

dzwa �b ‘good’ dzwa �b�� dz�1-dzwa ��b�� ka '� f�� dz�1dzwa��b�� f��y ‘a very good tree’ 
�ka �� m�� dz�1dzwa �b�� m�"y ‘very good trees’ 

b&�b ‘bad’ b&�b�� b�1-b&�b�� ka '� f�� b�1b&�b�� f��y ‘a very bad tree’ 
�ka �� m�� b�1b&�b�� m�"y ‘very bad trees’ 

Morphosyntactically, these reduplicative intensive forms are hybrids between noun 
and verb and should best be called participles or verbal adjectives. They are either 
based on adjectives such as ne� ‘big’ or in the majority of cases on imperfective verb 
forms such as da �b�� ‘become long, become tall’ and share with verbs their 
morphotonological properties. On the other hand, they lack crucial verbal 
characteristics: they cannot be inflected for aspect and they cannot be used as main 
verbs in a matrix clause, instead they only occur in the above attributive construction 
which resembles a subject relative clause or in nominal predication such as (11). For 
an equivalent in independent clauses, the simplex is used in combination with the 
intensifier preverb  �� e � ‘very’ (12). 

(11) Intensification in nominal predication by reduplicative participle 

 ka '� f-�� d�2 f�� d�1da ��b�� f-��y
tree 19-D1 COP 19 very.long 19-OF 
‘This tree is a very tall one.’ 

(12) Intensification of verbal predication by  �� e � ‘very’ 
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(a)  ka '� f-�� � e2 da �b-�� �w�� 
tree 19-D1 very be.long-IPF CF 
‘This tree is very tall.’ 

(b)  ka '� f-�� m�� �� e� da �b
tree 19-D1 P0.F very be.long 
‘This tree has become very tall.’ 

While these intensive adjectives serve as a base to derive class 7 nouns of abstract 
qualities (13), there are also cases where the intensive reduplication seems to build 
directly on a nominal root, e.g. in derivation of k��nd��nda �� from the noun of quality 
k��nda �� ‘long thing, tall one’ (14). 

(13) Nouns derived from intensive adjectivals 

#a �� ‘become fat’: #�1#a��a � ‘very fat’: k��#�1#a ��, k��#��#a �� ‘very fat thing’  
#��#a�� k�� wu ' ‘a very fat person’ 

da�b ‘become long’: d�1da ��b�� ‘very long’: k��d�1da �b ‘very long thing’  
ka '� f�� d�2 f�� d�1da ��b�� f��y ‘this tree is a very tall one’ 
��s���� �� d�1da ��b�� y��y, d��da�b k��is��� ‘a very long tooth’ 

dzwa �b ‘be good’: dz�1dzwa��b�� ‘very good’: k��dz��dzwa�b, k��dz�1dzwa �b ‘very 
good thing’  
u � k(u � dz��dzwa �b k�� u �mwa �m ‘he has very good manners’ 
dz��dzwa �b k�� f��ka�� ‘a very good tree’ 

b&�b ‘be bad’: b�1b&�b�� ‘very bad’: k��b��b&�b ‘very bad thing’  
u � k(u � �b��b&�b k�� u �mwa �m ‘he has very bad manners’ 

bu�� ‘become soft’: b�1bu�� ‘very soft’: k��bw��bw�� ‘soft thing’ 
u � k(u � bw��bw�� k�� u �we� ‘he has a soft body’ 

� e� ‘much, excessively’: k��� ��� e� ‘excess, abundance’ 
#u � ��1� � ��� e � k�� m����k(w����� a�w�� ��pf�� y-��y
S3pl give excess 7 respect to death 5-OF 
‘They give / pay very much respect to death.’  

(14) Intensive denominal derivation 

nd��nda �� k�� dz*�t� ‘a very distant road = the long way round, i.e. a road which is 
longer than others leading to the same destination’  

The importance of the attestation of this type of high vowel reduplication in Isu 
resides in two facts: first, it links Isu and probably other Ring languages of the 
Grassfields to West African Benue-Congo and Kwa languages in general where high 

Comment: check: � ��� e � ‘xxx’ 
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vowel reduplication has been found an ubiquitous feature. Second, it provides the key 
to the historical explanation of another phenomenon in Isu (and other closely related 
Ring languages such as Zoa) which would seem odd otherwise: a palatal infix for 
imperfective function. It is exactly the intensive function of Isu high vowel 
reduplication observed in (10, 12-14) which establishes a link to this infix marker -i-
via external parallels in a cognate strategy of South Ring Babungo discussed below in 
(35-36). 

2.3 High vowel reduplication and its reflexes in verbal derivation and inflection  

Given the fact that reduplication is such a paramount feature in many West African 
languages, one may ask why it seems to be restricted to these relatively isolated 
usages in Isu. The answer is that results of prior processes of vital reduplication have 
been obliterated in Isu on a broad scale by a process of haplological reduction, 
leaving as its terminal trace a palatal infix –i- which covers a variety of related 
meanings in modern Isu, namely causative, pluractional and imperfective (Kießling 
2004, 2006). In all three functions the palatal infix is inserted immediately after the 
initial consonant of the verbal root and combines with an aspectual suffix –i
(perfective) vs. -� (imperfective). This section describes the semantics and the 
morphophonemics of this infix and assembles internal as well as external evidence of 
its origin in a high vowel reduplication C1�- which was reduced along the lines of 
haplology combined with reanalysis of morphological boundaries. 

2.3.1 Palatal infix for causative and pluractional function 

The palatal infix for causative function is marginal and largely restricted to quality 
verbs, most of them listed in (15), and to some motion verbs which allow for an 
assistive or adiuvative causative. Many verbs do not form a distinct causative stem, 
since they are characterized by dual transitivity, i.e. they unite transitive and 
intransitive reading, e.g. dzw����� ‘become loose; make loose, loosen’. Most other 
verbs have the capacity to form a syntactic causative by paraphrase with z����� ‘do, 
make’. This suggests that the infix for causative function is in the process of fading 
out – which is important to note as terminal stage of reduction which started from 
initial high vowel reduplication. 
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(15) Causative formation by palatal infix plus suffix3

simplex causative perfective causative 
imperfective 

gloss 

ba�� bia���� bia���� ‘be red’ : ‘redden’ 
b&�b bi&�b�� bi&�b�� ‘be bad’ : ‘spoil’ 
da�b dia�b�� dia�b�� ‘be long’ : ‘lengthen’ 
da�� dia���� dia���� ‘cross, traverse’ : ‘make cross, 

assist to traverse’ 
f��m fi��m�� [fy��m��] fy��m�� ‘be white’ : ‘whiten’ 
f��m fi��m�� [fy��m��] fy��m�� ‘suffer’ : ‘vex, molest, disturb’ 
l��� li����� [ly�����] ly����� ‘be black’ : ‘blacken’ 
t��b ti��b�� [ty��b��] ty��b�� ‘be short’ : ‘shorten’ 
ts&�m ts�&�m�� ts�&�m�� ‘drop’ : ‘let drop’ 

Still more productive than the causative is the pluractional function of the infix as 
shown in (16). The label „pluractional“ here subsumes at least six overlapping 
meanings exemplified in (17): patient plurality, resultative plurality, repetition, 
continuation, intensity and totality. 

(16) Pluractional formation by palatal infix plus suffix4

simplex pluractional, 
perfective 

pluractional, 
imperfective 

gloss 

b*�b bi��b�� [by��b��] bi��b�� ‘ask’ : ‘ask repeatedly’ 
b*�d bi��l�� [by��l��] bi��l�� ‘tear’ : ‘tear many items’ 
b��m bi��m�� [by��m��] bi��m�� ‘mould’ : ‘mould completely’ 
b��� bi����� bi����� ‘pick up (once)’ : ‘pick up repeatedly’ 
da�� dia ���� dia ���� ‘cross, traverse’ : ‘cross in a multiple fashion 

(e.g. like a spider)’ 
fa �� fia ���� fia ���� ‘cross (arms, fingers), make immobile’ : ‘tie, 

entangle, become entangled’ 
f&�b fi&�b�� fi&�b�� ‘blow out air, puff out once’ : ‘puff out air 

several times, in several puffs, blow out air 
constantly, e.g. of wind; winnow’ 

ka �b kia �b�� kia �b�� ‘scratch’ : ‘scratch repeatedly’ 

 
3 Apart from the infix strategy, some verbs derive a causative by taking the suffix –i (for perfective) vs. 
–� (for imperfective), e.g. ku�m ‘arrive, reach’, �u�� ‘suck’ and twa�b ‘be sharp, be sweet’ derive ku�m�� / 
ku �m�� ‘bring’, �u ���� / �u ���� ‘beastfeed’ and twa�b�� / twa �b�� ‘sharpen’, respectively. Other verbs operate 
an internal vowel change, e.g. ���m ‘be hot’ derives the causative �u �[u]m�� ‘heat up’).  
4 Most revealingly, some verbs with inherent semantic plurality present a palatal element immediately 
after the initial consonant, probably reflecting a fossilised instance of the palatal infix, e.g. in ky��l�� 
‘rub’, tia ���� ‘stumble’, lia���� ‘shatter’. 
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k&�m ki&�m�� ki&�m�� ‘break in two parts’ : ‘break in several parts’ 
m��� mi����� mi����� ‘imitate’ : ‘imitate repeatedly’ 
ta �� tia ���� tia ���� ‘count, enumerate, declare’ : ‘count several 

times’ 
t��m ti��m�� [ty��m��] ti��m�� [ty��m��] ‘dig; shoot; weave’ : ‘dig, shoot repeatedly’ 
t���, t��� ti����� [ty�����] ti����� [ty�����] ‘push’ : ‘push repeatedly’ 

(17) Readings of the pluractional form 

(a) patient plurality, i.e. multiple patients undergo the process encoded in the 
verb, e.g. fa�� ‘cross two fingers, hands, arms’ vs. fia���� ‘tie, clench’ 

 m�� k�1 fa ��-�� �w�� w�� k-��y ‘I will cross two 
fingers.’ 
S1sg FUT1 cross-IPF CF hand 7-OF 

 m�� k�1 fia ��-�� �w�2 �� w���
S1sg FUT1 cross.PLUR-IPF CF fist 
‘I will fold all my fingers, clenching a fist.’ 

(b) resultative plurality, i.e. the action results in a multiple patient, e.g. k&�m
‘break in two parts’ vs. ki&�m�� ‘break in several parts’ 

 dza �� ka �a-�wa � k�� m�� �ki&�m�� 
stalk 7.7-writing S7 P0.F break.PLUR.PF 
‘The pen is broken in several pieces.’ 

 ��dz��� �� ntwa�a �� ki&�m�� d����� �w�� 
mouth 5 pot S5 break.PL.PF stay CF 
‘The mouth of the pot is broken in several places.’ 

(c) repetitive / iterative, i.e. the action is repeated several times on the same 
patient, e.g. t��� ‘push’ vs. ty����� ‘push repeatedly’ 

 m�� m�� �ty����� we�
S1sg P1.F push.PLUR.PF O3sg 
‘I have been pushing him repeatedly.’, ‘I have kept pushing him 
continuously.’, ‘I have forced him.’ 

(d) continuative; i.e. the action or event continues for some time, e.g. t��� ‘push’ 
vs. ty����� ‘keep pushing’ 

 m�� k�1 ty����� �w�2 we�
S1sg FUT1 push.PLUR.IPF CF O3sg 
‘I will keep pushing him continuously.’, ‘I will be pushing him 
repeatedly.’, ‘I will force him.’  
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(e) intensive, i.e. the event or action is carried out with a lot of energy and 
concentration for a certain duration (implying repetition) and has an 
extreme result, e.g. bw��� ‘sound, ring’ (simplex) vs. bv����� ‘shout’ 
(pluractional) 

 m�� k�1 bw����� �w�� ‘I will ring.’ 
S1sg FUT1 sound.IPF CF 

 m�� bv����� m��mb��� ‘I am shouting.’ 
S1sg sound.PLUR.IPF 6ab.cries 

(f) totality, i.e. the patient is completely affected by the process encoded in the 
verb, e.g. b��m ‘mould’ vs. by��m�� ‘mould completely’ 

 ta �m k-�� m�� by��m�� ‘The fruit has moulded 
completely.’ 
fruit 7-OF P0.F mould.PLUR.PF 

There is sporadic evidence that both strategies, suffixation of –i and infixation of –i-, 
operate independently of each other. For instance, the verb root l��m ‘emit a (mostly 
unpleasant) smell’ in (18) derives a causative l��m�� ‘sniff, take in a smell’ by 
attaching the suffix –i without accompanying internal palatalisation. Combined 
suffixation of –i and infixation of –i- is used to derive a pluractional causative l���m�� 
‘sniff continuously’. Two different forms with slightly different meanings compete 
for the non-causative imperfective: l��m�� ‘emit an unpleasant smell’, formed by the 
regular imperfective suffix -� vs. l���m�� ‘emit a pleasant smell’ combining the palatal 
infix with the regular imperfective suffix -�, formally identical to the causative 
imperfective and the pluractional imperfective. It seems as if the second form l���m�� 
represents an incomplete backformation from the causative (or pluractional form), 
replacing the causative suffix –i by the imperfective suffix -�, but leaving the palatal 
infix for causative or pluractional function untouched. This might have been 
semantically motivated by the fact that it is only with pleasant odours that one is 
inclined to take in a sniff by conscious and repeated efforts. 

(18) Causative, pluractional and imperfective formation with l��m ‘emit a smell’ 

 perfective imperfective pluractional 
perfective  

pluractional 
imperfective 

simplex ‘emit a smell’ l��m l��m��, l���m�� ? l���m�� 
causative ‘sniff, take in a 
smell’ 

l��m�� l���m�� l���m�� l���m�� 
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2.3.2 Palatal infix for imperfective function 

The palatal infix –i- is in a quasi-complementary distribution with a couple of other 
strategies such as suffixation of –� and various types of vowel alternation all of 
which serve the function to derive an imperfective verb stem. The distribution of 
these strategies is to a large extent conditioned by the structure of the perfective base, 
as outlined in table (22). In this way, verbal stems such as b����� ‘take, carry’, nu �
‘hide’, na� ‘keep, store’, b&�m�� ‘agree’, mwa�m�� ‘taste, try’ and ma ��a � ‘throw’ in (19a, 
20a, 21a) derive the imperfective stems bi�����, ne�e, nia �, bi&�m��, mwa�m�� and mia ��a� in 
(19b, 20b, 21b), respectively.  

(19) Palatal infix for the imperfective aspect –i-: b����� (PF) vs. bi����� (IPF) ‘take, 
carry’, na� (PF) vs. nia � (IPF) ‘keep, store’ 

(a)  #u � m�� b����� nu � na � u�k(�� w-��y
3pl P0.F carry hide keep money 3-OF 
‘They have taken and hidden the money.’ 

(b) #u � k�1 bi����� ne �e nia� �w�� u�k(�� w-��y
3pl FUT1 carry:IPF hide:IPF keep:IPF CF money 3-OF 
‘They will take and hide the money.’ 

(20) Palatal infix for the imperfective aspect –i-: b&�m�� (PF) vs. bi&�m�� (IPF) 
‘agree’ 

(a) m�� ma '� mwa �m�� b&�m�� s����� �w�� 
1sg only try agree also CF 
‘I agree only hesitantly.“ 

(b) m�� k�1 ma �a��� mwa �am�� bi&�m�� s����� �w�� 
1sg FUT1 only:IPF try:IPF agree:IPF also CF 
‘I will agree only hesitantly.’ 

(21) Palatal infix for the imperfective aspect –i-: ma ��a � (PF) vs. mia ��a � (IPF) 
‘throw’ 

(a) m�� m�� ma ��a � ��ta ��� y-iy 
1sg P0.F throw stone 5-OF 
‘I have thrown a stone.’ 

(b) m�� ��1� mia ��a � y�� ��ta ��� 
1sg now throw:IPF CFG stone 
‘I am throwing a stone.’ 
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(22) Distribution of imperfective marking strategies according to the verbal structure5

Structure of the perfective base imperfective strategy 
A CVC CVC-�
B CVCi C-i-VC-�
C1 CVC� C-i-VC�
C2 CV1�V1 C-i-V1�V1

D1 CiVCV, CyiCV CiVC-�, CyiC-�
D2 {tw, dw, sw, zw}VCi {tw, dw, sw, zw}VC-�
D3 {ts, dz, bv, pf}VCi {ts, dz, bv, pf}VC-�
E1 Ca

C&
C�

C-i-a-a, C-�-a-a 
C-i-s&-&
C-i-�-�

E2 CV (V = a, &, e, i, �, �, �) CV-V 
E3 C� C[w]-�� 
E4 Cu Cw-ee 
F1 Cai Ca-a 
F2 Cai Ci-i 
F3 Cau Cu-u 
G Ci, Ciy, Ci� Ci-a�a
H CVw, CVy, CVV, CwV = PF 

While imperfective formation of monoradical roots (types E-H) seems to be very 
idiosyncratic indeed, diradical roots (types A-D) reveal a quasi-complementary 
distribution of the principal strategies of imperfective formation, i.e. infixation of –i-
and suffixation of -�. The palatal infix is blocked as an imperfective marker, as soon 
as the initial consonant in a diradical base is either palatalised (type D1), labialised 
(type D2) or affricate (type D3). In these cases the suffix -� is the only option for the 
imperfective. However, this suffix is blocked, as soon as the diradical base terminates 
in schwa (C1) or echo-vowel (type C2), and the only option for the imperfective is 
the palatal infix. Only verb types A and B allow for a combination of palatal infix 
and schwa suffix. For verbs of type A it is clear that the suffix -� forms the 
imperfective, while the palatal infix derives a pluractional stem, resulting in 
systematic morphological quadruples (23). For verbs of type B (24) which apply 
infixation of -i- and suffixation of -� simultaneously, it is not clear if there is a 
systematic distinction of pluractional and imperfective or whether there is polysemy 
of one form uniting pluractional and imperfective reading. 

 
5 Since a detailed overview plus morphophonological analysis of all the strategies involved in the 
imperfective formation is contained in Kießling 2006, only those dimensions are taken up here which 
relate to the palatal infix and provide evidence of its origin in a high vowel reduplication. 
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(23) CVC (type A): combined imperfective suffix -� and pluractional infix –i-

simplex imperfective pluractional, 
perfective 

pluractional, 
imperfective 

gloss 

b*�b b*�b�� bi��b�� [by��b��] bi��b�� ‘ask’ 
b*�d b*�d�� bi��l�� [by��l��] bi��l�� ‘tear’ 
b��m b��m�� bi��m�� [by��m��] bi��m�� ‘mould’ 
b��� b����� bi����� bi����� ‘pick up’ 
da�� da���� dia���� dia ���� ‘cross, traverse’ 
fa �� fa ���� fia ���� fia���� ‘cross (arms, fingers)’ 
f&�b f&�b�� fi&�b�� fi&�b�� ‘blow out air’  
ka �b ka �b�� kia �b�� kia �b�� ‘scratch’ 
k&�m k&�m�� ki&�m�� ki&�m�� ‘break’ 
m��� m����� mi����� mi����� ‘imitate’ 
ta �� ta ���� tia ���� tia���� ‘count, enumerate, declare’ 
t��m t��m�� ti��m�� [ty��m��] ti��m�� [ty��m��] ‘dig; shoot; weave’ 
t���, t��� t����� ti����� [ty�����] ti����� [ty�����] ‘push’  

(24) CVCi (type B): combined imperfective infix –i-and suffix -� replacing perfective 
ending i

perfective imperfective gloss 
b��l�� bi��l�� ‘answer’ 
ka ���� kia ���� ‘fry’ 
k����� ki����� [ki�����] ‘move across level ground’ 
n����� ni����� ‘lie down’ 
ta ���� tia ����, [tia ��a�] ‘sew’ 
t��m�� ti��m�� [ty��m��] ‘stand, stop’ 

Verbs of type C (25) end in schwa or in an echo-vowel in their perfective base and 
form the imperfective by the palatal infix. The echo-vowel is the regular result of a 
total progressive transglottal assimilation of schwa, as testified by productive 
imperfectives of type A with terminal glottal stop in (26). 

(25) CVC� (type C1), CV1�V1 (type C2): imperfective infix -i- 

perfective imperfective gloss 
b&�m�� bi&�m�� ‘agree’ 
b����� bi����� ‘carry load on shoulder or head’ 
d����� di����� ‘sit down’ 
m*�l�� mi��l�� ‘sink, drown, submerge’ 
l��m�� li��m�� ‘wait’ 
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ma ��a � mia ��a � ‘throw’ 

(26) Transglottal assimilation of the imperfective suffix -� to the quality of the root 
vowel6

perfective imperfective gloss 
ba�� ba��a� ‘herd’ 
bw��� bw����� ‘drill’ 
bw��� bw����� ‘sound’ 
fa �� fa ��a � ‘work’ 
f��� f����� ‘measure, imitate’ 
k��� k����� ‘see’ 
ts��� ts����� ‘laugh’ 
ts���� ts������ ‘rinse’ 

In type D1 (27) the imperfective suffix -� replaces the final vowel i of the perfective. 
The palatal infix cannot be applied, since the base already contains i or a palatalised 
consonant in the crucial position immediately following the initial consonant. 

(27) CiVCV, CyiCV (D1): imperfective suffix -� replaces final vowel i, infix –i-
blocked 

perfective imperfective gloss 
bi��l�� bi��l�� ‘tear many things’ 
bi&�b��, bi��b�� bi&�b�� [bi��b��] ‘spoil, destroy’ 
ky��l�� ky��l�� ‘rub’ 
tia ���� tia ���� ‘stumble’ 
lia ���� lia ��a � (< *lia ��-�) ‘shatter’ 

As soon as the initial consonant is labialised (type D2 in 28) or affricate (type D3 in 
29), the palatal infix is blocked again and suffix -� must be chosen to form the 
imperfective. 

(28) {tw, dw, sw, zw}VCi (D2): imperfective suffix -� replaces final vowel i, infix –i-
blocked 

perfective imperfective gloss 
twu �m�� twu �m�� ‘reject’ 
d����� dw����� ‘rejoice, be happy’ 

 
6 In these imperfectives, the terminal vowel is strikingly restricted to the qualities a and �. This is 
probably due to a series of root-internal assimilations in the environment of the glottal stop, see (42-
48) below. 
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sw����� sw����� ‘tease’ 
tw����� tw����� [tw�����, tw�����] ‘take good care’ 
z����� zw����� ‘press, squeeze’ 

(29) {ts, dz, bv, pf}VCi (D3): imperfective suffix -� replaces final vowel i, infix –i-
blocked 

perfective imperfective gloss 
dz����� dz����� [dz�����] ‘return’ 
ts�&�m�� ts�&�m�� ‘drop’ 
bv����� bv����� ‘call’ 
dz����� dzw����� ‘get loose’ 

A comparison of the verbal base forms in types D1, D2 and D3 in (27-29) reveals 
that they are all characterised by complex onsets, the complexity either resulting from 
palatalisation (27), labialisation (28) or affrication (29). It seems likely that these 
bases refuse imperfective formation by infixation exactly because their onset types 
represent the fusion of a simpler root initial consonant with a productive or a 
fossilised (palatal) infix, as indicated in table (30). The verb stems bi&�b�� ‘spoil’ and 
ts�&�m�� ‘let drop’, for instance, are causatives, transparently derived from b&�b
‘become bad’ and ts&�m ‘drop, trickle’, respectively; bi��l�� ‘tear many things’ and 
bv����� ‘call’ can be recognised as pluractionals of b*�d ‘tear, split’ and bw��� ‘sound’, 
respectively. In analogy to these instances of a productive derivation by way of 
infixation of –i-, verbs such as lia���� ‘shatter’ and ky��l�� ‘rub’, by virtue of their 
pluractional meaning, might be analysed as fossilised pluractionals, derived from k*�d
‘cover’ and a non-existent verbal base to be inernally reconstructed as *la��.

(30) Presence of pluractional or causative infix -i- blocks imperfective formation by 
infix -i-

perfective imperfective gloss base 
bi&�b�� bi&�b�� ‘spoil, destroy’ causative < b&�b ‘become bad’ 
bi��l�� bi��l�� ‘tear many things’ pluractional < b*�d ‘tear, split’ 
ts�&�m�� ts�&�m�� ‘let drop’ causative < ts&�m ‘drop, trickle’ 
bv����� bv����� ‘call’ pluractional < bw��� ‘sound’ 
ky��l�� ky��l�� ‘rub’ pluractional < k*�d ‘cover’ 
tia ���� tia ���� ‘stumble’ ?pluractional < *ta�� ?
lia ���� lia ��a � ‘shatter’ ?pluractional < la �� ? 

The fact that the imperfective infix –i- does not combine with labialised onsets tw,
dw, sw, zw and affricate onsets ts, dz, bv, pf raises the suspicion that both 
labialisation and affrication originate in infixation, probably representing an 
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advanced stage of phonological reduction of the infix. Direct synchronic evidence for 
this hypothesis is provided by the fact that the plosive b in simplex bw��� ‘sound’ is 
replaced by its affricate counterpart bv in the pluractional bv����� ‘call’, an instance of 
initial consonant mutation where the affricate takes the functional role of a 
palatalised variant of b, discussed in (37-41) below.7

In both causative and imperfective function, the palatal infix tends to be lost in the 
environment of acute sound qualities: as soon as coronal consonants such as t, d, s, z,
n precede and front or central non-low vowels such as &, i, �, � immediately follow, 
the palatal infix tends to undergo lowering and centralisation, attested in the 
causative ts�&�m�� ‘let drop’ (< *tsi&�m��) and the imperfective z�&�m�� ‘awaken, wake up 
someone’ (< zi&�m��) in (31). The resulting schwa may then either assimilate 
completely to the root vowel, as in the imperfective n&�&m�� ‘grow up’ (< ni&�m��), or it 
may cause a lengthening in the friction phase of the preceeding fricative or affricate, 
attested in the variants tss&�m�� and zz&�m��. Occasionally, predecessor forms such as 
zi&�m�� and ni&�m�� continue as rare archaic variants. 

(31) Reduction of the palatal infix in acute environment (sibilants, coronals, front 
vowels) 

(a) ts&�m ‘drop, trickle’ 
causative: *tsi&�m�� ‘let drop’ > ts�&�m�� (lowering & centralisation) > 
tss&�m�� (compensatory sibilant lengthening) 

(b) n&�m�� ‘grow up’  
imperfective: ni&�m�� > n�&�m�� (lowering & centralisation) > n&�&m�� (total 
assimilation: compensatory vowel lengthening) 

(c) z&�m ‘wake up’ : z�&�m�� ‘awaken, wake up someone’ 
imperfective: zi&�m�� > z�&�m�� (lowering & centralisation) > zz&�m�� 
(compensatory sibilant lengthening) 

The diversity of imperfective forms presents the image of functional syncretism of 
previously distinct morphological strategies. In general, two distinct markers 
converge in imperfective function: the infixation of –i- and the suffixation of -�
which surfaces in many allomorphs, most of which derived by partial or total 
assimilation to the root vowel. 

 
7 The aspectually determined alternation of root vowel � (perfective) vs. � (imperfective) is discussed 
in (42-48). 
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2.3.3 Diachronic analysis of the palatal infix  

The palatal infix –i- in Isu probably evolved from a prior reduplicative prefix * C1i-
with progressive function, i.e. a prefix which reduplicates the initial consonant of the 
root inserting a high front vowel between the original and its copy. This type of 
strategy, known as high vowel reduplication, is widely attested in Kwa and Benue-
Congo languages in various functions (Faraclas & Williamson 1984: 2), e.g. in Akan 
(Schachter & Fromkin 1968: 155-177), Fongbe (Lefebvre & Brousseau 2002: 195-
216), Yoruba (Awobuluyi 1982: 93, Bamgbose 1974: 9, Ward 1952: 70-72), Igbo 
(Anyanwu 1998: 62-3) and in Central Nigerian Plateau, e.g. in Kwoi (Gerhardt 
1988), where it has repetitive function in the verbal domain and distributive plural 
function in the nominal domain. It also occurs in the wide Grassfields, e.g. in 
Ghomala’ (32a) and Fe’fe’ (32b), and in Northwestern Bantu, e.g. Ewondo (32c).  

(32) High vowel reduplication in Grassfields and North Western Bantu languages 

(a) Ghomala’ (Nissim 1975: 158f., Nissim 1981: 262-3, 294) 
sa� ‘juger’ : n-s5'-sa� ‘à juger ou jugé’ 
s��h ‘laver’ : n-s5'-s��h ‘lavé ou à laver’ 

(b) Fe’fe’ (Hyman 1972: 95-126) 
za ‘eat’ : z5-za ‘eadible; do nothing but eating’ 
to ‘punch’ : t5-to ‘do nothing but punching’ 

(c) Ewondo (Redden 1979: 17f.; Essono 2000: 282) 
d��  ‘burn’ : i-d��-di -a ‘burnt’ (qualificative adjective) 
bu� ‘break, shatter’ : e-bu�-bu -a ‘broken, shattered’ (qualificative 
adjective) 
w�� ‘fear’ : n �-wu �-w��� ‘fearful person’ (qualificative noun) 
��-koe ‘bachelor’ : ��-ku-koe ‘confirmed bachelor’ (intensification) 
d�� ‘eat’ : i-d��-d��-i ‘completely eaten up (e.g. by a moth)’ (totality) 
d��� ‘love’ : i-di��-di�-i ‘uncontrolled love’ (excessive) 

Table (33) details the steps by which the infix might have developped from initial 
high vowel reduplication, relevant changes highlighted by bold. First, a perfective 
base such as b����� ‘carry, take’ derives an imperfective stem by reduplicating the 
initial consonant b and inserting a front high vowel i, resulting in the form *b1i-b2����� 
(33a). Haplological reduction (33b) deletes the root initial consonant, i.e. the original. 
As a consequence the remaining reduplicated consonant which is part of the prefix is 
reanalysed as part of the root vis-à-vis the perfective base. This process finally turns 
the high front vowel of the prior prefix into an infix (33c). Thus, the palatal infix 
originates in the haplologically motivated reduction of the reduplicated verb form 
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combined with a paradigmatically conditioned reanalysis of morphological 
boundaries.  

(33) Infix genesis via haplologically motivated reduction of the reduplicated verb 
form 

perfective stem: b����� ‘carry, take’ pattern example 
(a) imperfective formation via *C1i- *C1i-C1VC2V *b1i-b2����� 
(b) haplologically motivated deletion of C2 in the root *C1i-∅VC2V *b1i-∅����� 
(c) paradigmatic reanalysis of the reduplicated initial as 

part of the root  
 
C1iVC2V b1i����� 

Even though stage (33a) is not attested synchronically, this process of infix genesis 
could be inferred on the basis of two general observations – its typological 
plausibility and the attestation of its predecessor form in the macro-area in 
semantically related functions – and two Ring specific details: (i) cognates of the 
reduplicated form are attested in other Ring languages, (ii) the internal reconstruction 
of the high vowel in the reduplicated prefix helps to explain further 
morphophonological peculiarities of imperfective formation such as initial consonant 
mutations and internal vowel changes. 

2.3.3.1 Typological plausibility 

Far from being unique in Africa, this type of infix genesis is attested in Cushitic 
languages. The Southern Cushitic language Alagwa (Tanzania) employs a 
reduplicative suffix -aCz for progressive function. In the course of haplologically 
motivated reduction and paradigmatically conditioned reanalysis of morpheme 
boundaries, the vowel of the suffix slips into the root, merging with the root vowel 
and creating an infix –aa- (Kießling 2003: 114ff.). 

(34) Alagwa: genesis of an infix –aa- via haplological reduction of a reduplicative 
suffix -aCz

Verbal bases �ar ‘see’, kwa7 ‘throw’ pattern �ar ‘see’ kwa7 ‘throw’ 
(a) progressive derivation via suffix –aCz

(combined with the durative suffix –im)
*C1aCz-aCz-im �ar1-ar2-im kwa71-a�2-am 

(b) haplologically motivated deletion of C1
in the root 

*C1a∅-aCz-im �aØ-ar2-im kwaØ-a72-am 

(c) paradigmatic reanalysis of the 
reduplicated C2 as part of the root  

 
*C1-aa-Cz-im 

 
�-aa-r-im kw-aa-7-am 

In principle, the Alagwa and the Ring instances of infix genesis are parallel with 
respect to both the reduplicative input form and the mechanisms and motivations of 
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reduction. The only difference is that the Alagwa infix originates in a reduplicative 
suffix -aCz, in harmony with the predominantly suffixing character of this Southern 
Cushitic language, whereas the Isu infix originates in a prefix C1i-. 

2.3.3.2 Ring-internal evidence of high vowel reduplication C1�-

Initial reduplication involving a central high vowel is attested in another Ring 
language, namely in V��o a.k.a. Babungo (South Ring), where it serves two distinct 
functions (Schaub 1985: 217f., 353ff.): deriving a progressive form from dynamic 
verbs (35) and an intensive form from stative verbs (Schaub 1985: 218, 255) in (36). 
On the one hand, this second semantic notion clearly links the Babungo high vowel 
reduplication with the synchronically productive Isu high vowel reduplication in 
intensive function illustrated in (10) above. On the other hand, the double function of 
the Babunge reduplication as progressive and intensive is the hinge which links the 
Isu reduplication in intensive function and the palatal infix for the imperfective. 

(35) Babungo (South Ring): prefix C1�- for progressive(-imperfective) (Schaub 1985: 
353ff.) 

(a) H-verbs: bwe�y ‘sleep’, sa �� ‘beat’, ku �un�� ‘return home’, ny���s�� ‘suckle, 
breastfeed’ 

simplex: perfective progressive(-imperfective) 
�w�� �bwe �y ‘he slept’ �w�� �b��-�bwe�y ‘he is sleeping’ 
�w�� �sa�� we�e ‘he beat a child’ �w�� �s��-�sa �� we�e ‘he is beating a child’ 
�w�� �ku �un�� ‘he returned home’ �w�� �k��-�ku �un�� ‘he is returning home’ 
�w�� �ny���s�� we�e ‘she suckled the 
child’ 

�w�� �ny��-�ny���s�� we�e ‘she is suckling 
the child’ 

(b) L-verbs: bwe�y ‚live’, fe�e ‚fear’, n���n�� ‚shake’, fe�s�� ‚frighten’ 

simplex: perfective progressive(-imperfective) 
�w�� bwe'y ‘he lived’ �w�� �b��-bwe �y8 ‘he is living’ = ‘he is 

alive’ 
�w�� �fe�e b��� ‘he feared the leopard’ �w�� �f��-fe�e �b��� ‘he is fearing the 

leopard’ 
�w�� n���n�� ‘he shook (himself)’ �w�� �n��-n����n�� ‘he is shaking’ 
�w�� fe �s�� we�e ‘he frightened a 
child’ 

�w�� �f��-fe��s�� we�e ‘he is frightening a 
child’ 

(36) Babungo (South Ring): prefix C1�- for intensive (Schaub 1985: 218) 
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ba�y ‘become red’ 
�w�� b��-ba �y8 ‘he is redding; he becomes red; he is very red’ 

Reanalysing Schaub’s 1985 description of the aspectual categories in Babungo, it 
appears that the progressive is part of a tripartite opposition involving perfective and 
imperfective. According to him (1985: 217), the progressive is based on the 
imperfective: “progressive aspect is marked by a prefix, consisting of a repetition of 
the initial consonant of the verb root [...] plus a central vowel. The tones found in the 
progressive aspect indicate that it is an elided form of a reduplication of the verb in 
its imperfective aspect.” (Schaub 1985: 217). The perfective is marked by a floating 
*H prefixed to the verb, while the imperfective is marked by a prefixed succession of 
floating *LH (Schaub 1985: 337ff.). Assuming that the Babungo imperfective 
morpheme is cognate to the Isu floating *L which marks the imperfective in Isu non-
initial serialised verbs, the following comparative interpretation emerges: Babungo 
represents a more archaic stage of the aspectual marking than Isu. Tonal marking of 
the imperfective has been restricted to non-initial serialised verbs in Isu, while the 
former progressive marking strategy *C1i-, retained as such in Babungo, has been 
grammaticalised as a secondary imperfective marking strategy in Isu, the semantic 
extension being formally reflected by a process of erosion which results in the high 
vowel of the prefix slipping into the root as an infix. Formally and functionally these 
lines of development present nothing peculiar. Actually it is quite common for a 
progressive to be formed by reduplication and to evolve into an imperfective (Bybee, 
Perkins & Pagliuca 1994: 166-175). 

2.3.3.3 Initial consonant mutation 

The same historical scenario of a haplologically motivated reduction of initial high 
vowel reduplication also helps to explain another peculiarity in verbal 
morphophonology: the alternation of b vs. bv to be observed in the verbs cited in 
(37).  

(37) Paradigmatic alternation of b vs. bv 

Perfective imperfective pluractional 
perfective 

pluractional 
imperfective 

b��n�� ‘sleep’ bv��n�� - -
bw��� ‘sound’ bw����� bv����� bv����� 
bw��� ‘drill’ bw����� bv�����, bv����� bv����� 
bwa�l�� ‘force into or through a set of 
sticks in order to create space’ 

bv�a �l�� - -

bwa� ‘bend, turn; become calm’ bv�a �a - -
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In this context, *bv could be analysed as the result of a regressive spirantisation 
triggered by a high vowel, which is reminiscent of the well-known Bantu 
spirantisation (Hyman 2003: 53, Schadeberg 1994/95) and might be integrated into 
the following scenario of morphophonological development (38). 

(38) Chronology of high vowel reduplication and spirantisation 

Perfective stem: b��n-�� ‘sleep’  
(a) imperfective derivation by *C1i- -� *b1i-b2��n-�� 
(b) haplologically motivated deletion of root initial C2 *b1i-∅��n-�� 
(c) spirantisation (under high vowel influence) *b1vi-��n-�� 
(d) monophthongisation and deletion of the high vowel *b1v∅ -��n-�� 
(e) paradigmatically conditioned reanalysis of the 
reduplicated initial as part of the root 

*b1v��n-�� 

Two examples in (37) present additional complications: first, the initial affricates 
encode the pluractional, not the imperfective; second, there is a root internal change 
in vowel quality which could be ascribed to the operation a regressive transglottal 
assimilation discussed in (42-48). The morphophonological development of these 
examples unfold in full detail in (39). 

(39) Chronology of high vowel reduplication and spirantisation 

perfective stems bw��� ‘drill’ (< 
*b���)

bw��� ‘sound’ 
(< *b���)

(a) pluractional-perfective derivation by *C1i- -i *b1i-b2���-�� *b1i-b2���-�� 
(b) haplologically motivated deletion of root initial C2 *b1i-∅���-�� *b1i-∅���-�� 
(c) spirantisation (under high vowel influence) *b1vi-���-�� *b1vi-���-�� 
(d) monophthongisation and deletion of the high vowel *b1v∅ -���-�� *b1v∅ -���-�� 
(e) paradigmatically conditioned reanalysis of the 
reduplicated initial as part of the root 

b1v���-�� b1v���-�� 

The feature shared by the examples in (37-39) is that the initial affricate bv,
irrespective of whether it encodes pluractionality or imperfectivity, represents the last 
trace of the original high vowel reduplicative prefix. Mutations of this kind seem to 
be restricted to the affricative alternation b > bv in Isu. In neighbouring Zoa, 
however, the initial consonant mutation also affects the consonants s, z and dz, which 
are replaced by 9, : and d:, respectively, in the imperfective, as indicated in (40). 

(40) Zoa: palatalisation and affrication of the initial consonant in the imperfective 

type of mutation perfective imperfective gloss 
s > 9 s;�w 9u �, su� ‘wash’ 
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z > : z;�w :u� ‘hear’ 
dz > d: dza �o d:o �o ‘divide, share’ 
dz > d: dza <� d:��a < [d:a<�] ‘say’ 
b > bv b*�b bv��b�� ‘ask’ 

The affricative alternation b > bv therefore is part of the same paradigm as the 
palatalising alternations s > 9 and z > :. This suggests that both process types, i.e. 
affrication and palatalisation, originate in the same source: a high front vowel. Thus, 
bv is the regular result of palatalisation of b in Isu as well as in Zoa. The difference 
between both languages is that palatalisation of the initial consonant is much more 
advanced in Zoa than in Isu. 

The affricative-palatalising initial consonant mutation must be quite old, since its 
irregular pattern of distribution across the modern West Ring languages points to the 
fact that it has been superseded by secondary processes of analogical leveling and 
backformation. On this line of thought, the initial affricate in the perfective form of 
the Aghem reflex of Proto-West-Ring *b��b ‘ask’ in (41) must be analysed as the 
result of a backformation based on the imperfective form. 

(41) Distribution of b vs. bv in Proto-West Ring *b��b (PF) ‘ask’ vs. *bi-b��b-� (IPF) 

 perfective imperfective 
Aghem bv�� bv���
Bu b�� [?] 
Isu b*�b b��b�� 
Weh b*�b [?] 
Zoa b*�b bv��b�� 

2.3.3.4 Internal vowel alternations 

The consonant mutations in the verbal aspectual paradigm are accompanied by vowel 
alternations, the most regular of which is the change from � in the perfective to � in 
the imperfective.8

(42) Alternation of root vowel � (perfective) vs. diphthong �� ~ w� (imperfective) 

 
8 Other contexts present various marginal types of vowel alternations, e.g. the derivation of the 
causative stem �u�[u]m�� ‘heat up, excite’ from the root ���m ‘become hot’ displays a change of � to u.
Comparative evidence confirms the originality of a lexical back rounded vowel in the Proto-West Ring 
reconstruction *n��m. In Isu backness spread regressively to the preceding nasal turning it into a velar 
and leaving a delabialised and centralised vowel in the root. Thus, the causative form, probably 
derived via a chain of changes such as *�i-�u �m-i > *�iu �m-�� > *�u�[u]m-��, retains an original feature 
which has been shifted in the simplex. 
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perfective imperfective 
z����� ‘explain; teach; learn’ z������ ~ zw����� 
z����� ‘press, squeeze’ z������ ~ zw����� 
bw��� (< *b���) ‘drill’9 b������ ~ bw����� 
bv����� ‘call’ bv������ ~ bv����� 
d����� ‘rejoice, be happy’ du����� ~ dw����� 
ts��� ‘rinse’ ts������ ~ tsw����� 
ts����� ‘be merry, be cheerful’ ts������ ~ ts������ 
tw����� ‘take good care for’ tw������ ~ tw����� 
dz����� ‘get loose, make loose’ dzw����� 

This vowel alternation is the result of a series of assimilations which start from an 
imperfective form with suffix �, as sketched in (43) and exemplified in (44) in single 
steps. First, the verbal root vowel spreads its features [+back, +round] to the schwa 
suffix, turning it into �, already observed in the verbs of group E3 in (22). In the next 
step the quality of this vowel is anticipated through the glottal stop, resulting in a root 
internal diphthong ��, the first part of which then develops into an approximant. ~  

(43) Morphophonological details of imperfective formation of verbs with the 
structure *C�� 

(a) suffixation of the imperfective marker: *C��-�
(b) progressive transglottal spreading of the features [+back, +round] to the 

imperfective suffix: *C��-	
(c) diphthongisation by partial regressive transglottal vowel assimilation: C�	�-

�
(d) diphthong resolution by creation of an approximant (loss of vowel mora?): 

*Cw��-�

(44) Assimilations create vowel alternations in the paradigm  

perfective stems z���-�� ‘press’ z���-�� ‘explain’ 
(a) imperfective derivation via *-� *z���-�� *z���-�� 
(b) progressive transglottal spreading of the 
features [+back, +round] 

*z���-	
 *z���-	� 

(c) partial regressive transglottal vowel 
assimilation (diphthongisation) 

*z�	
�-�� *z�	��-�� 

(d) diphthong resolution by approximant 
deletion 

zw����� zw����� 

9 Comparative evidence from the West Ring reconstruction *b��k suggests that the modern Isu 
perfective form bw��� with the labial glide has arisen by backformation from the imperfective. 
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This means that the labialisation of the initial consonant in the contemporary 
imperfective forms reflects the original labial root vowel �, still present in the 
perfective base, while the more open vowel � results from a regressive assimilation 
of the imperfective suffix. 

(45) Assimilations create vowel alternations in the paradigm 

 perfective imperfective pluractional 
perfective 

pluractional 
imperfective 

‘drill’ bw��� (< *b���) bw����� (< *b���-��) bv����� bv����� 
‘sound’ > ‘call’ (PL) bw��� (< *b���) bw����� (< *b���-��) bv����� bv����� 

The labial approximants in the contemporary perfective forms of the verbs bw���
‘drill’ and bw��� ‘sound’ in (45) result from backformations which are based on the 
imperfective forms bw����� and bw�����, respectively, and which must have ousted the 
prior bases *b��� and *b���, respectively. In the course of analogical leveling in the 
aspectual paradigm, the final vowel in the imperfective forms has been reanalysed as 
the sole imperfective marker, while the fusional results of partial regressive 
transglottal vowel assimilation (diphthongisation) (46c) and diphthong resolution by 
approximant deletion (46d) have been retained and carried over to the perfective. In 
both cases, the underlying root vowel � has been retained as such only in the 
pluractional perfective (probably under the influence of the suffix vowel –i). In the 
case of bw��� ‘drill’, this analysis is confirmed by external comparative evidence, 
since this Isu reflex could be linked very smoothly to the West-Ring reconstruction 
*b��k ‘drill’.10 

(46) Vowel assimilations create internal vowel alternations  

perfective stems bw��� ‘drill’ (< *b���) bw��� ‘sound’ (< *b���)
(a) imperfective derivation by *-� *b���-�� *b���-�� 
(b) progressive transglottal spreading of 
the features [+back, +round] 

*b���-	
 *b���-	� 

(c) partial regressive transglottal vowel 
assimilation (diphthongisation) 

*b�	
�-�� *b�	��-�� 

(d) diphthong resolution by approximant 
creation 

bw����� bw����� 

10 If there was no such external evidence, the root vowel � in those verbs which contain the perfective 
suffix -i (48) might alternatively be explained as resulting from regressive vowel raising triggered by -
i. There is no compelling Isu internal evidence to decide which way the assimilation went and which of 
the contemporary aspectual forms represent the original lexical vowel quality. 
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The derivation of the imperfective pluractional forms in (47) combines regressive 
transglottal assimilation (47c) with the reduction of high vowel reduplication. Note 
that under these conditions there is no diphthongisation and subsequent approximant 
creation, i.e. the regressive transglottal assimilation is not partial, as in the case of the 
simplex stems (46c, 44c), but rather total. It seems as if there is no need to retain the 
high quality of the root vowel, probably motivated by the presence of the 
reduplicative prefix which contains a high vowel. Historically speaking, the high root 
vowel has been compensated by the presence of the high vowel prefix which has 
been transferred to the initial consonant in the form of affrication. 

(47) Chronology of high vowel reduplication and spirantisation in imperfective 
pluractionals 

perfective stems bw��� ‘drill’ 
(*b���)

bw��� ‘sound’ 
(< *b���)

(a) imperfective pluractional derivation by *C1i- -� *b1i-b2���-�� *b1i-b2���-�� 
(b) progressive transglottal spreading of the features 
[+back, +round] 

*b1i-b���-	
 *b1i-b���-	� 

(c) total regressive transglottal vowel assimilation *b1i-b	
�-�� *b1i-b	��-�� 
(d) haplologically motivated deletion of root initial C1 *b1i-∅ ���-�� *b1i-∅ ���-�� 
(e) spirantisation (under high vowel influence) *b1vi-���-�� *b1vi-���-�� 
(f) monophthongisation (deletion of the high vowel) *b1v∅ -���-�� *b1v∅ -���-�� 
(g) paradigmatically conditioned reanalysis of the 
reduplicated initial as part of the root 

b1v���-�� b1v���-�� 

The operation of all these processes in Isu brings about the establishment of a fixed 
pattern of morphologically conditioned vowel changes in the aspectual paradigm, i.e. 
root vowel � in the perfective alternates with � in the imperfective. Unless the 
process is combined with an affrication of the initial consonant (resulting from 
reduced high vowel reduplication), the vowel � in the perfective alternates with �� or 
w� in the imperfective, where the higher round vowel, i.e. the reflex of the original 
quality of the root vowel, is preserved in a labialisation of the initial consonant. The 
stages in this development are detailed and exemplified in (48). 

(48) Morphophonological adaptations of the imperfective pattern *C��-�

perfective internal recon-
struction of im-
perfective form 

progressive spread-
ing of the features 
[+back, +round] 

partial regressive 
transglottal vowel 
assimilation 

diphthong 
resolution 

z����� ‘explain’ *z���-�� z���-�� z������ zw����� 
z����� ‘squeeze, 
pressen’ 

*z���-�� z���-�� z������ zw����� 

bw��� (< *b���) *b���-�� b���-�� b������ bw����� 
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‘drill’ 
d����� ‘be happy’ *d���-�� du��-�� du����� dw����� 
ts��� ‘rinse’ *ts���-�� ts���-�� ts������ tsw����� 
tw����� ‘take 
good care of’ 

*tw���-�� tw���-�� tw������ tw����� 

bv����� ‘call’ *bv���-�� bv���-�� bv������ bv����� 
ts����� ‘be 
cheerful’11 

*ts���-�� ts���-�� ts������ ts������ 

3 A unified model of the historical development of total reduplication in Benue-
Congo 

Faraclas & Williamson 1984 present two models in order to explain the distinct paths 
of morphophonological development of two different strategies of reduplication in 
Niger-Congo: high vowel reduplication in (49) vs. non-high vowel reduplication in 
(50). “While Niger-Congo ([+high] vowel, RK) reduplication seems to have 
developed through the reduplication of the verb root, [-high] vowel reduplication 
could have resulted from the fusion of a verb root and a cognate object (a verbal noun 
derived from the verb in question) following it” (Faraclas & Williamson 1984: 6). In 
their model, high vowel reduplication is the final outcome of reduction of a total 
reduplication of the verbal root CVC-CVC (49a). This reduction includes the loss of 
the final consonant in the first (reduplicated) part (49b) and the reduction of the 
vowel (49c) which means maximal closure plus centralisation (if the phonological 
system of the respective language supports this option), both processes motivated by 
„stricture assimilation“ „to bring about a maximally reduced vowel in a reduplicated 
syllable“ (Faraclas & Williamson 1984: 3). Within Grassfields, the transition of (49a-
c) could be exemplified by the oscillation between Proto West Ring reconstructions 
*k��-s���-s����� (7/8) ‘termite, white ant’ (total reduplication variant) and *k��-s��-s����� 
(reduced variant with high vowel reduplication). It has also been reported for Eastern 
Grassfields Fe’fe’, where the majority of the villages, e.g. Bafang and Petit Diboum, 
have developed high vowel reduplication from what must have been total 
reduplication, as attested in Banka (Hyman 1972: 95-126). 

West Ring evidence from Isu and Zoa now point to the fact that high vowel 
reduplication certainly does not represent the final stage of reduction. Instead, high 
vowel reduplication can further be reduced via haplologically motivated deletion of 
the initial consonant of the verbal root (49d), producing a form which retains nothing 
but the (high) vowel of the original reduplicated syllable which slips as infix into the 

 
11 This is a pluractional form of ts��� ‘laugh’, attesting a process of regressive transglottal vowel 
assimilation triggered by the high vowel pluractional suffix –i: ts����� < *ts���-��.
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root by way of reanalysis of morpheme boundaries. Obviously even this vowel may 
disappear, leaving a terminal trace in spiranticising or simply lengthening the initial 
consonant (49e-f).  

(49) Origin and further reduction of high vowel reduplication (based on Faraclas & 
Williamson 1984) 

(a) total reduplication of the verb stem CVC-CVC 
(b) deletion of final consonant in first part CV∅ -CVC 
(c) reduction of the reduplicated vowel C�-CVC, Ci-CVC, Cu-CVC 
(d) haplologically motivated deletion CV[+hoch]-∅VC 
(e) affrication (under high vowel influence) C[+affr]V[+hoch]-VC, CCV[+hoch]-VC 
(f) high vowel deletion C[+affr]∅ -VC, CC-VC 

(50) Origin and further reduction of non-high vowel reduplication (based on Faraclas 
& Williamson 1984: 14), exemplified with Obolo (Lower Cross) 

(a) construction of verb plus cognate complement (e.g. 
for predication focus) CVC �-CVC 
(b) vowel assimilation CVC o-CVC, CVC e-CVC 
(c) consonant deletion CVo-CVC, CVe-CVC 
(d) vowel fusion / approximant creation Cwo-CVC, Cye-CVC 
(d) approximant deletion Co-CVC, Ce-CVC 

In the course of these developments a complete reduplication of the verbal root 
becomes condensed in a modification of the root initial consonant which is manifest 
synchronically as an affrication or lengthening mutation in the morphological 
paradigm. Against the background of this scenario, the proliferation of highly 
elaborate systems of secondary modifications in initial consonants observed in a 
number of Grassfields languages, e.g. in Ngiemboon (Anderson 2001), might prove 
to reflect even further advanced stages of development in which the consonant 
alternations have lost their grammatical functions, becoming fully lexicalised.12 

4 Conclusion 

The focus of this contribution has been on the diachronic analysis of the palatal infix 
in Isu which serves various functions such as derivation of causative and pluractional 
verb stems and formation of the imperfective. It has been shown that, formally, this 

 
12 It also has to be checked how phenomena such as internal vowel lengthening in durative function in 
Lamnso’ (ba �m ‘hold’ vs. ba �ame� ‘embrace’, see Ndzenyuy & Mba 2003: 51) and infixed mid vowels 
for derivation of participles in Tikar (tan ‘count’ vs. tean ‘counted’, see Stanley 1991: 102-125) fit 
into this typological scenario. 
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infix originates in high vowel reduplication which is widespread in Kwa and Benue-
Congo languages of West Africa and even attested as a cognate predecessor form in 
progressive function in the South Ring language Babungo. From a functional point of 
view, a former high-vowel-reduplicative progressive in Isu became increasingly 
grammaticalised as an imperfective, intruding upon the domain of the older 
imperfective which operates with the schwa suffix.13 In this way, the palatal infix of 
Isu and some of its closest neighbours does not stand out as a weird phenomenon 
which sets these languages apart from the rest of Benue-Congo, but rather intergrates 
fairly smoothly into the overall constitution of Benue-Congo. 

Abbreviations 

 
13 Taking into account the relation between meaning and form, this investigation also illustrates the 
fact that there is a tendency in Niger-Congo (and probably universally, see Bybee 1985) to draw aspect 
marking strategies as close as possible to the verbal root even to such a degree that phonological 
fusion occurs which is a step towards conflation of lexical meaning and aspectual meaning, motivated 
by the notion of semantic relevance. The palatal infix for imperfective aspect evolving from initial 
high vowel reduplication in some Grassfields languages of the West Ring group is one example. 
Another example can be seen in the intrusion of parts of the perfect suffix *-ide into the verbal root in 
some Bantu languages, especially in zone J – a process known as „imbrication“ (Bastin 1983, 2003: 
526-7). 



CF clause focus 
CFG centrifugal 
COP copula 
D1 near demonstrative 
DUR durative 
F focalisation 
FUT1 near future 
FUT2 distant future 
IPF imperfective 
O object 

OF out-of-focus marker 
P0 immediate past 
P1 hodiernal past 
P2 hesternal past 
PF perfective 
PLUR pluractional 
S subject 
SJN subjunctive 
TERM terminative 
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